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GALLSA Finally Acheives Recognition on Campus
by Laura Morton

.

•.

There is a new group on campus this
year. It has become a part of the law
school community without much fanfare
and is decidedly low key in its approach
in recruiting new members. Why?
Because the Gay and Lesbian Law
Swdents Association (GALLSA) is trying
to provide a service to students in the law
school without ruffling any feathers.
According to Justin, a member of the
organization who asked that last name
not be used, there are many law school
students who are gay and who need the
support system that GALLSA hopes to
provide.
"We expect to have about 50
official members who will be active with
the organization and about 150 unofficial
members who will float in and out,'' Justin
said. "You have to remember that there
is no other support gropp on campus for
gay and lesbian students to tum to.''
One of the main goals of the
organization is to let gay and lesbian
students know that there are others like
them in law school. According to Justin,

many students from outof thecity might not
know that San Diego has a strong gay
community.
''Many of thein have come from repressed
environments similar to that of USD
undergrad," Justin said. "Others have
come from very open and accepting
environments. We just want all of them to
know that we know they are here .and we
will provide support in any way we can.''
The organization actually began when
some gay students responded to a note in
the December 1989 issue of Sidebar about
a gay/lesbian organization at Cal Western
School of Law that was having a potluck. As
people began to identify themselves as
USD students, they decided that such an
organization was needed at USD.
"Barry, Mike, Ed, and a few others began
thinking about starting up a similar
organization on our own campus," Justin
said. "Somehow word got back to the
administration and we were emphatically
told not to even think about it.''
''Itwasatthatpointwedecideditwouldbe
best not to be confrontational but to take a
rather low key approach.''
According to Justin, the group formed an

organization called Outlaw which included
law students from various schools and
members already established in the legal
community. The organization was having
good turnouts at their meetings and
members included a judge, some
professors, and some prominent attorneys.
All along, Outlaw kept the USD
administration informed about its activities.
''Between the strong membership and the

passage in San Diego of the Human Dignity
Ordinance, which forbids discrimination
based on sexual orientation, the school
started feeling pressure and began
seriously considering the issue of a gay
student organization," Justin said. "They
talked to psychologists and attorneys, had
retreats for the board of directors and
finally decided the time had come to deal

Connnued on page 6

Thomas and the Supreme Court:
Prof. Brooks Shares Views at Roundtable
by Laura G. Morton
An African-American law student sits in
the back of his class at Yale. Perhaps he is
contemplating his future. Perhaps' he is
thinking of what it would be like to one day
sit on the Supreme Court of the United
States. By looking at him he would seem to
be an unlikely candidate. He is wearing his
usual attire: farmer's overalls, a cap
plopped on his head, and dark glasses. At
the time, so many years ago, no one would
have really thought by looking at him that
he would even be considered. Today,
Clarence Thomas has gone through the
nomination process and it is likely that he
will be named as the next Supreme Court
Justice.

Professor Roy L. Brooks discusses
former classmate Clarence Thomas,
nominee to the US Supreme Court.

These were just some observations made
by PrQfessor Roy L. Brooks as he spoke
about this man who seems an enigma to so
many. Brooks, himself a graduate of the
Yale School of Law, gave students some
insight on Clarence Thomas the man at two
informal discussions sponsored by the SBA
Speakers Bureau on September 18th and
19th.
Brooks agreed to the discussion on the
condition that he not be asked to speak for
or against the Thomas nomination because
he feels the Supreme Court and the
decisions it hands down will lose respect as
. more and more people begin to see the
Court as a political entity. Many law
professors already see the nomination
process as undermining the ideals of an
impartial judiciary.
"The whole process of picking nominees
to the Court has become so politicized that
we, as law professors, have to reexamine
thewayweteachlaw," Brookssaid. "Now
we must reconsider whether we can
seriously teach law in an idealistic way that
presents it as being just and impartial.''
Congress, as the body that approves the
nominations, has the power to change the
process in terms of making it more impartial.
For example, if Congress had an impartial
list of members of the legal community who
embody the ideals of the Court and made it
clear to the President that only those .
people will be seriously considered, then
the process would go a long way towards
becoming what it should be.
However, according to Brooks, Congress
is a long way off from taking that position.
Although it has done so in the past, during
the nomination of Justice Cardozo, it does
not seem likely that it will do so any time
soon.

The winners of this year's Alumni Tort Moot Court Competition are
(clockwise from left): Kristie Rodriguez, Fourth Place and Best Brief
Petitioner; Chris Harrington, Third Place; Troy Zander, Second Place;
and Michael Kaler, First Place and Best Brief Respondent. See Story
page 6.

San Diego's Legal Community
Responds to Hate Crimes

The Asian Pacific American Law Student
Association (APALSA) in conjunction with
the Student Bar Association presented a
Hate Crime Forum on September 19, 1991.
The distinguished panel included Morris
Casuto, Regional Director of the AntiDefamation League; Jerry Chagala,
Executive Director of the San Diego
County Human Relations Commission;
Kerry Tom, Community Liaison for the
Asian Community with the San Diego Chief
of Police; and Luis Aragon, Deputy District
A.ttomey for San Diego County.
First, Casuto covered the history and
background of hate crimes. He explained
that hate crimes are not a recent
phenomena. They have always existed, but
only recently have these vicious attacks
been labelled hate crimes. Although victims
may be individually singled out by their
attackers, what makes them hate crimes is
that they are attacked because they
represent a "targeted group/'
Casuto believes that herein lies the
serious nature of hate crimes. In a dominotype reaction, people are assaulted
because they represent the- targeted
group. This individual act creates fear
within that group, and that group's fear
spreads to other groups. People begin to
Connnued on page 6 wonder if they are next. Casuto said,

''They'll attack you if you 're not American.
But who knows exactly what an American
is, looks like, sounds like?''
Casuto did have some good news. During
the . 1980's, most of the hate-based
paramilitary groups were smashed by
federal and state police. For example,
Aryan Nation, White Aryan Resistance,
and the Posse Comitatus were broken up,
their membership is dwindling, and their
leaders often behind bars. However,
Casuto in no way inferred that the war had
been won. He pointed out that those
groups can ''rise like a Phoenix in the
future.'' Furthermore, MOST hate crimes
are committed by individuals and not
organized hate groups.
Second, Chagala spoke of various
methods employed in tracking the incidents
of hate crimes. Since 1988, he has been
involved with the Hate Crime Registry
which gathers hate crime data from public
and 'private sources. The primary public
source is the San Diego Police
Department. They are not the most reliable
source of information due to the
inadequate training received by the police
officers. However, the Department has an
ongoing education program to remedy this
problem.
Currently, 55% of police-

Connnued on page
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The Chinese Legal Profession:
An Attorney's Life in the Orient
by Bob Lipske
Professor Folsom' s Chinese Law Seminar
had a guest lecturer from the People's
Republic of China on September 17. Xia
Cao, a practicing attorney in China,
candidly discussed the study and practice
of law in her homeland. She is currently
residing in San Diego while her husband
completes his Ph.D. in chemistry.
Xia discussed her law school experience.
She graduated from a Political Science and
Law School in 1987, the Soviet-adopted
name for law school. Naturally, her pursuit
of a law degree in China differed from our
pursuit of a law degree in America. One
significant $39,000 difference is that she did
not have to pay tuition. Another difference
is that her legal training came at the
undergraduate level. Also, she was not
allowed to ask questions during her normal
classes. Rather, she asked questions during
a special discussion class. Perhaps the most
shocking difference is that Chinese law
students participate in actual criminal trials
during their moot court class. The
proceedings are brought on campus to
enhance the student's litigation skills.
Next, Xia discussed her legal internship.
Upon graduation, she was assigned to a
firm in Inner Mongolia. She had no input in
either choosing her area of law or her
place of employment. However, high class
rank helped secure the most desirable
legal positions. Xia took and passed China's
national law exam--the equivalent of our
Bar exam. However, passage of the
Chinese Bar allowed her to practice
anywhere in China.
Third, Xia explained her permanent
assignment to a cooperative law company
in Beijing. China has fifteen of these firms,
which are privately owned and operated
by the attornys. Attorneys pay their own
salaries from the collective and choose
their own clients. However, they do pay
ta!(es, and the government sets the

maximum fees that they can charge their
clients. For example, the maximum fee for a
civil case is approximately $20, for a
crimiqal case $30, and for a business
transaction $20-40. Xia usually works at
least eight hours a day, six days a week.
However, several of those hours are spent
on a bicycle trying to track down clients,
interviewing witnesses, and researching
cases. Automobiles are a luxury in China,
and most firms have only one car. Likewise,
telephones are not prevalent in China, so
this timesaving device is often not at her
disposal. Thus, she may pedal over to a
client's home only to find that the client is
elsewhere.
Fourth, Mrs. Xia discussed several unique
legal problems that have to be overcome.
In criminal cases, the customary practice is
for prosecutors to develop their case and
interrogate witnesses before the trial date is
set. However, defense attorneys are
assigned to cases after this date is set, which
usually gives them one week to prepare.
Thus, prosecutors have two . distinct
advantages over defense lawyers: first,
they have ample time for discovery and to
prepare their cases; and second,
prosecutors have already interrogated
defendants without the guidance of their
attorney. Consequently, defense attorneys
have an uphill battle toward acquitting their
clients.
Furthermore, Communist Party conflicts
must also be overcome. For example, when
the Party initiat~s a "shouting down
campaign," they select a criminal activity
that they particularly want to stamp out. This
is accomplished through a two-pronged
legal attack. First, a Party member tells the
judges that the defendants charged with the
chosen activity are to be found guilty.
Thus, a defense attorney is in a rather
ineffectual position. Seconq, the Party
member tells the judges what punishment to
give to the "guilty" defendants. Sentencing
during a "shouting down campaign" is

Professor Ralph Folsom with Chinese attorney Cao Xia who spoke to his class
about the practice of law in China on September 17.
much more severe than normal. Also, when
trial proceedings implicate important Party
members, judges must ignore them or face
dismissal.
Finally, Xia addressed the government's
efforts to educate it's citizens about China's
Basic Law. Newspapers, radio, and
television were employed to teach the

masses. Moreover, trial judges, iawyers,
prosecutors, and law students occasionally
had · to participate in the education
campaign. They went to shopping and
business districts to spread the word. In
conjunction with the teaching process, they
had to perform mandatory pro bono
services for the community.

Jewish Holiday~ Explained

however, is Yorn Kippur. Yorn Y...ippur,
which always comes ten days after Rosh
Some of you may have noticed an Hashanah, is the Day of Atonement. It is
·ncrease in the number of empty chairs in the holiest day in the Jewish year. Like all
~our classes on w ednesday, September Jewish days, Yo~ Kippur begins as soon as
18. Others may have wondered why the. - the sun sets. Thi~ yeru::~, from ~~- momen~
Moot Court competition was postponed the sun set on September 17 until one hour
fromthatsameWednesdaytothefollowing after it set on Septemb_e r 18•. Jews around
day. There is· on:e· reason for both: the world observed Yorn Kippur. .From
September18wasYomKippur.
sunset on th~ 17th .to sunset on ~e 18th,
so m~y people have asked why we most .of USD s. Jewish s~udents did not eat
could not participate in school activities on or dri~ anything. Whtle 0 .ur classmates
Yorn Kippur that we thought it might be a were m lectures or. prepanng for ~?ot
Continued from page 1
good idea to explain a little. bit about the Cou~, we were I~ tem~le, rec1tmg
reported hate crimes are racially motivated; Attorney's current four step preventative major Jewish holy days.
tra~tional prayers 1~ which we ask
76% are directed at men.
Various approach to hate crimes. First, they must
The Jewish year is based on a lunar forg1v~ess. for any .sms we may have
organiZations and women make up the make a concerted effort to identify all hate calendar, in which each month has either 29 commltted m the previous year.
.
remaining 24%. The primary private crimes. He defined hate crimes as "assaults or 30 days. The beginning of each new
'Yhen people ask about other Jewish
source of recorded hate crimes is the against others because of who they are." year is a very important time period for hohdays, they usually refer to Passover as
Lesbian and Gay Community Center. It is Second, they must educate authorities to Jews. The first day of the year is Rosh ::the Jewi~h Easter." and~? Hanukkah as
an extremely reliable source due to the recognize hate crimes. Third, they must Hashanah.
"Rosh Hashanah," when
~e Jewish. Christmas.
But these
increased public awareness of hate crimes work with groups that are targets of hate translated from Hebrew, means :head of hohdays, whi~h hap~en to fall ai:ound
within the Gay community. Over 70% of crimes. Fourth, they must work with the the year." On this holiday, it is traditional to East~r and Chns.~as um~, have nothmg to
their reported hate crimes are sexually State Legislature to increase punishment send Jewish friends 9ards wishing them a do ~1th the C~stian h~lidays. Pa~sover,
motivated (i.e. based on sexual for those convicted of hate crimes. happ new ear Another important Rosh an eight day hohday which starts this year
preference).
Currently, Senate Bill 98 is awaiting Has:anah :adition is to eat apples and on April 17, celebrates ~e deliverance. of
Third, Tom discussed the San Diego Governor Wilson's signature. It would add honey which for ·hundreds of centuries the Jews form slavery m Egypt. Dunng
Police Department's role in preventing an additional four years to the sentences of have been thought to bring a sweet year. Passover, we eat matza instead of b~ead,
hate crimes. Police find it difficult to track criminals convicted of hate crimes. Further, Most Jews also go to temple on Rosh and re-enact the story of the exodus orm
hate crimes because victims often are Aragon stated that education is the vital Hashanah. Even Jews who do not consider slavery·
.
.
.
either unaware or remain silent about the element, for as Aragon said, "Ignorance themselves religious will go to temple on
Han~ is observe~ very differently m
type of assault. The police are being breeds fear, fear breeds hate, and hate this day because it is such a holy day.
the Umted states than m o~~r parts ~f the
More h 1 than Rosh Hashanah world. Everywhere else, 1t is a relatively
trained to watch out for patterns of attacks breeds violence.''
0 Y
' minor holiday where Jews light a special
occurring on religious holidays, the
candelabra for eight nights. Hanukkah
demographic area of assaults, the
means dedication, referring to the resignificance of tattoos on attackers.and
dedication
of the great temple in Jerusalem
symbols spray painted on property.after
it
had
been desecrated by the SyrianFurther, the police have tried to better
Greeks. We light the candelabra, called a
educate the public. They have distributed a
Menorah or Hanukkah, because the oil in
"Stop and Report Hate Crime" pamphlet to
the great temple miraculous!y kept their old
area merchants, which defines hate crimes
candles burning for eight days instead of
and proper procedures to report any such
just one. Jews in this country often
attacks.
exchange gifts on Hanukkah, although this
Last, Aragon covered the prosecutional
is a relatively new tradition that is not
aspectofhatecrimes.Initially,hedisc4ssed
observed elsewhere.
Tom Metzger's organization, the White
The American observance of Hanukkah
Aryan Resistance group(W.A.R.). This
is interesting because it reflects the
organization actually has a hate hotline.
, interaction of American Jews with other
Now, while one's initial reaction may be
parts_of American society. If you are
one of indifference _toward such trash,
interested in learning more about our
Aragon pointed out that ''words are ideas,
ideas are power, and power induces
Luis Aragon, from the District Attorney's Office, during an interview with Jewish traditions, the Jewish Law Students
action."
Channel 10 after the September 19 Hate Crimes Forum sponsored by Association welcomes your attendance at
one of our events.
Aragon discussed the San Diego District
APALSA.

Hate Crimes,

by Nina Golden and Kim Strashoon

.--------------...,.-...,.------------...,.-::1
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How Your SBA Funds Were Allocated this SeIDester
by Laura Morton

At the beginning of each school year
student organizations go through the
budget request process set in motion by the
SBA. This is the process by which the SBA
distributes the funds collected from the
student fees which are paid by all students
as part of their law school tuition.
This year's process began with an
informal leadership workshop held by SBA
where budget request forms were
distributed. One purpose of the meeting
was to emphasize that organizations had to
tum in a very detailed budget including
explanations as to exactly how the funds
would be used if allocated.
The
organizations were informed that the
budget deadline was on Wednesday,
September 11 at 5pm, although the deadline
was later extended one day.
In addition, each student organization had
to sign up for a fifteen minute time slot on
Sunday, September 15 when they would
orally present their budget to the
committee. If a group failed to attend, their
budget proposal would not be considered.
This was to help clarify exact!y what type of
funding is being requested and to allow the

groups to prioritize their budgets so that the
committee could cut those activities about
which the organizations did not feel as
strong.
The reason SBA requested that
budgets be detailed was to help them make
determinations about which groups would
receive what amount of funding.
According to Rosa Linda Hanau, SBA
treasurer, in allocating the funds, SBA
wanted to be sure they were used by
organizations that either helped enhance
the reputation of the law school with their
activities or those organizations who
sponsored activities that a large number of
students would attend.
Although all student groups must keep
their activities open for participation by all
students, the budget committee considered
the type of activity when determining how
many students would actually attend. Thus,
groups holding activities likely to attract
only theil'. members were awarded less
funds than groups holding activities that
appealed to everyone. For example, the
committee was more willing to fund
organizations that were having guest
speakers come onto campus or were
involved with community outreach

programs than organizations wanting to which requested funds did not participate
have pizzas for their meetings.
in questioning that organizations during
The budget committee also took into their formal presentation and did not
consideration whether or not the student participate in the discussion by the
groups were prepared to fully discuss their committee on the allocation of funds to that
funding request, whether the group had particular group unless they could clarify
any other sources of funding available to any points for the rest of the committee.
them, and the amount of money the This was to ensure that each organization
was considered fairly. However, each
organization had in its bank account.
Although the committee did not penalize committee member was allowed to formally
organizations that do their own fundraising, vote on all of the requests.
On September 16, the completed budget
it did take it into consideration because of
the fact that SBA received funding was presented to the full SBA council for
requests totalling more than $40,000 yet approval. At that time, anyone present
they little over $16,000 to allocate. The could ask any questions about the
money that was to be allocated is the amount allocation of fun'Cis and members of the SBA
that was left over from the total student fees memb~rs could amend any part of the
paid minus SBA allocations for the SBA budget. Kim Strashoon, President of the
picnic ($1600), the first year orientation and Jewish Law Students Association, asked to
the mentor program ($3,000), the SBA amend their budget so that they would have
Halloween Party ($2,000), and a reserve funds to co-sponser an activity with Cal
W estem. The amendment was passed
fund of $2,000.
Once each of the organizations made a . unanimously.
The budget was passed. (See below for
formal presentation of their budgets before
the committee, the committee worked the allocation breakdown available to
together .to allocate the funds based on the MOTIONS.) The above information was
information they had received. Hannau obtained from Rosa Linda Hanau, SBA
stated that any member of the committee Treasuer.
who was also a member of a student group

Fall 1991 SBA Budget Allocation Breakdown
1NTRAMURALS

COMPETATIVE SOFTBALL
Umpires (105 games x $12)
Softballs (105 games x $4)
Bats (3 x $50)
First Aid Kits
Team Fees
i$ 900 ooi
Amount Allocated
CO-REC SOFTBALL
l,Jmpires (90 games x $6)
Team Fees
($ 900 oo)
Amount Allocated
Championship T-shirts (70 x $8)

JEWISH LAW STUDENTS
$1260.00
$ 420.00
$ 150.00
$
80.00
$1010.00
$

540.00.

($ 360.00)
560 00

$

$1210.00

Total Amount Allocated

MOOT COURT

$3000.00

Torts Competition, Jessup,
Constitutional Law (part)

SPEAKERS BUREAU

$ 100.00

"The Other Bar"

WOMEN'S LAW CAUCUS

Wine & Cheese Reception
Fall Speaker Event

$

450.00
$1000 00

$1450.00

Total Amount Allocated

PHI DELTA PHI

$ 170.00
$ 24.00
$ 195.00
$ 68.00

Total Amount Allocated

$ 692.00

$

235 00

Hate Crimes Forum
National Convention
Administrative Costs
Law Day

$ 525.00
$ 300.00
$ 45.00

Total Amount Allocated

$ 920.00

$

50 00

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION·
$

Organization Meeting
Vita Program
Fall Roundtable
Copying Costs (Advertising)
Con fer ence

70.00
11 .00
$ 150.00
$ 11 .00
$ 625 00

Total

$ 867.00

Amount

Allocated

LA RAZA

Picnic Expenses
Newsletter
Speaker: Free Trade Agreement
Law Day
Conference:
Sacramento

Total Amount Allocated

$

$ 32.00
$ 22.00
$ 150.00
$ 450.00

L3ll.!Lll.O.
$ 950.00

$ 50.00
$ 400.00
$ 125.00

1-..1QQ.Qll.

$ 675.0Q

Total Amount Allocated

THOMAS MORE SOCIETY

Convention
· Start-up · ccists
Newsletter and

Mailings

$ 100.00
100.00

$

i......liQQ

$ 275.00

Total Amount Allocated

BALSA

Copying Costs, Supplies, Etc.
Adopt-a- School
Law Day
Speakers
MLK Day: Jesse Jackson, Jr.
MLK Day: Advertising

$ 100.00
$ 100.00
$ 50.00
$ 100.00
$ 750.00

Total Amount Allocated

$1150.00

GALLSA

Conference
Advertising
Start-up Expenses

Total Amount Allocated

Wine & Cheese Reception
Answering Machine
PDP National Convention
Information Meeting
Mentor Program

APALSA

Start-up Costs
Speaker: John . Rothman
Activity with Cal Western
Specker: "We Have to Start..."

LfilLll.U

$ 300.00
$ 100.00

1-..1QQ.Qll.

$ 500.00

INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY
$
$
$
$
$

Keg
Answering Machine
Picnic: Snow Cones
Newsletter
General Expenses
lnrl Career Symposium
Reception
Speaker Fees
Bus to Baja
Immigration Symposium

1-..1QQ.Qll.

Total Amount Allocated

$ 705.00

50.00
25.00
75.00
10.00
40.00

$ 75.00
$ 130.00
$ 200.00

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY

Copying, Brochures
Career Symposium
Speaker:
Sole Practitioners
lnt'I Career Symposium Reception

Total Amount Allocated

$ 100.00
$ 125.00
$ 100.00
i......liQQ

$400.00

CHRISTIAN LEGAL SOCIETY

Start-up Expenses
Co n fere nce _
Reception w/JLS & More Society

Total Amount Allocated

$ 75.00
$ 300.00

1-..1QQ.Qll.

$ 475.00

STUDENTS FOR SOCIAL
PROGRESS
Reception:
Advertising

Loan Forgiveness

$ 150.00
5000

$

$ 200.00

Total Amount Allocated

PHI ALPHA DELTA

Day with Judge
Informational Lectures
Halloween Party
Supplies
Kegger

$ 10.00
$ 50.00
$ 200.00
$ 80.00
$ 100 00

Total Amount Allocated

$ 440.00

MORE HALL PUBLIC INTEREST
LAW FOUNDATION

Miscellaneous Expenses
Operating Expenses
Conference
Membership Drive

$ 100.00
$ 100.00
$ 300.00
$ 7500

Total Amount Allocated

$ 575.00

DELTA THETA PHI

$ 60.00
$ 100.00

Informational Meeting
Kegger
Start-up Expenses

1-..1QQ.Qll.

Total Amount Allocated

$ 260.00

FEDERALISTS SOCIETY

Forum: Kozinski
Forum: Lundgren

$ 340.00

Total Amount Allocated

$ 730.00

COMPARATIVE LAW

$ 390 00

$ 60.00
$ 20.00

Speaker Expenses
Adv ertising
Wine & Cheese Receptions

L3ll.!Lll.O.

Total Amount Allocated

$ 380.00

DIVERSELY QUALIFIED
STUDENTS
(no show)

$

0.00

JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORY
LEGAL ISSUES
(r~quest

tabled)

MOTIONS

.(request not reviewed)

$

0.00

$

0.00

JOINT DEGREE STUDENTS

Misc. (Advertising, Copying)

$ 100.00

TOTAL AMOUNT ALLOCATED:

Figures per SBA hand out at September 16 meeting.

$15,654

'!
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The ULTIMATE Bar Review, October:
In Search of Shangri La in San Diego
THE ALIBI, Hillcrest
HOLLYWOOD: This bar resembles the unshaven, unadorned, we just-finished-atthe-recording-studio Hollywood mystique more than any other. The neon sign,
motorcycles out front, and jute box featuring Elvis Presley and Patsy Cline provide a
charming and distinctively Americana mystique and 1950's ambience. One expects the
Guess model and her friends to walk in at any moment wearing gingham shirts and black
lace brassieres. Here, dressing down is dressing up. Adorn yourself with denim and
1.1lack, studded belts, leather jackets, floppy felt hats or anything resembling the Harley ·
Davidson image. If you hi'de your tatoos by day, display them here by night.
Possibly one of the few places in Hillcrest where one will find a distinctively active hetero
crowd. Immediately one notices the scantily clad maidens circling about Mickey Rourke
emulators. I fared less well; some homeboy wearing an LA Kings cap talked my ear off
about the benefits of San Diego (don't ask, I don't know) and how the Alibi was the most
kick butt bar around. A place where you could bring your "can't be bothered" friends
like Gringo who might hate the crowd, but love the sixteen ounce, $1.75 schooners. The
service is slow but the cocktails are stiff. I highly recommend the Alibi for anyone
wondering what to do now that the Pink Panther has passed irretrievably into the nether
world of the night or seeking a transcendental escape from the tank tops and shorts PB
scene.

GRINGO'S
PICK OF
THE MONTH:

MOONDOGGIES, 4479 Everts, P.B.

The heart of any really outstanding bar is always the people. The owners, Bret and
Dean, are both in their early twenties and boat loads of fun. Imagine what a good time
you'd have if you owned a bar (instead of a Hom book) and that's exactly the place I'm
describing. If you throw in Rob (San Diego's friendliest bartender) and a crowd ofhappygo-lucky college students and beach bums, then you'll find a second home.
Just a few blocks from the beach [SPECIAL NOTE #2: see SPECIAL NOTE #1.], this
wine & beer bar boasts of ten premium and beaucoup domestic beers in bottles (Ever
GRINGO: The Alibi? Oh, Buckaroo, PUH-LEASE!! I've been in some dives in my life have an Australian wheat beer?), including two ''near beers'' (for people who don't want
but this place takes the cake. The title of'' dive'' is not in itself to be' taken as a bad thing the alcohol but still enjoy urinating), PLUS domestics and three imports on tap, and lots of
mind you, and in some cases is in fact quite a compliment. However, regarding the Alibi wine/wine-by-products. Moondogs is one of the few places in town to get hot sake
(even the name is an excuse!), no connotation can be too lowly to properly describe this (DANGER! DANGER WILL ROBINSON!) served in the traditional manner. Add two
cesspool.
pool tables, 3/4 proof shots for a buck, a hep Happy Hour and you have a bodacious bar.
And what is this "hetero" stuff about? Are you gay bashing? Besides which, the Alibi was
BUT WAIT--THERE'S MORE! The decor is bright, airy, and beach-like with that
a very mixed crowd in terms of the sexual preferences of the clientele. How do you not spe,eial touch added behind the bar by a collection of worldly post cards from the regulars
notice these things? Do you think that guy talked to you so much because you're so
(mostly me). BONUS ROUND:. The first person who can correctly identify the bone
interesting? Actually, the crowd seemttd strangely reminiscent of the old (now defunct) hanging on the wall (to me, of course) without asking anyone there (remember your
Pink Panther gang. The one time I went to the PP there were two gang brawls in the
Honor Code!) wins a lolly pop (don't forget-to phrase it in the form of~ question!). NOW
parking lot and a cat fight going on between them--a three ring circus in black leather! It's
HOW MUCH WOULD YOU PAY?
good to know those people found a new home after the Panther-place went belly up.
BUT WAIT--THERE'S STILL MORE! Next door to the Dog-bar is an exceptionally
True, the beer is cheap, but if I were called to the stand as an expert witness on alcohol
fine Italian restaurant Ricci' s. This is not mentioned merely because of the convenience,
(not such a remote possibility as you might suspect!), I would have to testify that their
but rather because Ricci' s will gladly deliver your ciao while you hang at Moondogs! In
horridly watery American beers were ~ven further hydrated before serving. Based on
addition to seafood dishes, Ricci' s has the hands-down best pizza in town and the greatest
the quality of drinks, the decor, and the crowd, I thought we had accidentally walked into
cheesecake I've ever had-this side·of.the Hudson River (trust me, that's been ALOT OF
a shelter for the homeless! I even asked the bartender where the soup line was!
CHEESECAKES).
The Alibi is a dark blight on an otherwise very nice neighborhood with no parking. If Moondoggies is my absolute favorite bar, so if you haven't yet solved the riddle of' 'Who
you 're in the area, go downtown instead.
the hell is this Gringo guy anyway?'' then come on down. While you wait for me, enjoy the
friendliest ' most relaxed bar in America's friendliest
. . and most relaxed city. Tell 'em I sent
CASS STREET DOWN UNDER,
ya.

North Pacific Beach, Cass Street at Emerald

GRINGO: WOW!! What a place! Full of lots of fun people all of the time, good food,
wild times, and wonderful music. Kind of small really, and not your Yuppie kind of place
but a hot spot for regular people out for fun. What? Which one? Oh, I'm sorry--wrong
bar! I thought we were discussing the Cass Street Bar & Grill!
OK, let's talk about the Cass St. Down Under--same neighborhood but a little farther
North, about three blocks from the beach. [SPECIAL NOTE #1: while getting my car
smog checked the other week, I read the "Looking for Love" classified section of the ·
local PB newspaper aloud to my mechanic. We determined that 67% of the women
looking for dates expressed a strong preference for romantic walks on the beach. I
collected no data on the men-folk but heartily commend the she-persons fo~ at least
knowing what they want!]. This one is also full oflots of fun people (and I do mean FULL-it's a small bar and damn popular with the locals), wild times, and wonderful music (what's
been called an "interesting juke box selection" --when the machine works). It's a young
crowd of healthy, attractive people indulging in lots of pool (for a quarter a game!), doing
lots of talking, and playing the classic baseball pinball machi!le. Oh yeah, people drink
there too. The beers are cold and tall and probably the best drinker's bargain around.
There's Guiness Stout available so Black & Tans are definitely called for, as are Fosters in
the can (Black & Tans andOil Cans!! Now that's a party!).
The Down Under Baris a dive in only the finest sense of the word. There's no dressing
up to go there, no mirrors, and no disco balls revolving on the ceiling. It's just _a real
friendly place. I even had a young debutante place herself at my disposal quite readily.
She was going to be a veterinarian (because she loves children) and was already most of
the way through junior college at the tender age of only 26!
Whether or not you go there to find the life-partner of your dreams, you'll enjoy the
simple pleasures of one of PB 's most casual pubs.

HOLLYWOOD'S
PICK OF
THE MONTH:
O'CONNELL'S, USD Campus, 1310 Morena Blvd.

Some come here for the cheap beer ($4.50 pitchers, less during happy hours and USD
night on Thursday), some come for the fun bands and some because of the bartender, ·
Meredith. She has a personality that would warm anyone's heart and a smile that would
brighten the darkest room. She would make the perfect wife for Mr. Sensitivity. Last year
the class of '92 drained so many dollars into this hole in the wall dive (excuse me, I mean
pub) that they were able to redecorate, hire live band~ and add a dance floor (althou~h I
wonder what has happened to the popcorn). O'Connell's has a wonderful, easy gomg
atmosphere that endears it to the heart. The patrons consist of fifty-year-old regulars,
USD law students and hippie youth, all of whom mingle well together. This bar is the type
of place where the bartender will give you a complimentary 7-Up if you say it's for your
HOLLYWOOD: Normally I would never even bother talking about this bar. It bears gorgeous, teetotaler friend.
no worthwhile qualities; I think that is why the other respectable, fun Cass Street made this
After coming here, I have yet to even consider going to the Mo Club or Silver Spigot.
one distinguish itself by calling it the "down under." The only reason to come here is if This bar acts as a perfect set of bookends during finals. It is perfect for a relaxing nightcap
you live within walking distance and don't want to risk getting pulled over by the boys in with you law review buddies (l'm serious) after closing the LRC the night before a final
blue. Otherwise, one can easily find a generic, boring, shorts and college sweatshirt bar and then for another immediately after the next day's final. My favorite O'Connell's
closer to home. The high point of my evening here was leaving, but my colleague had an memory is Gringo playing doubles/couples ping-pong there after last year's hauntingly
amusing experience,of getting picked up on by some thirty-year-old teenager who was . enchanting and intoxicating Halloween party, during which game he would swat his
going to get her college degree some day (this century, maybe) and become a registered partner on the behind with his paddle whenever they missed a shot.
nlirse. However, even he denied her dreams to play doctor. You get the picture.
O'Connell's is located just a hop, skip and a jump form campus·. It is place one could go
If you get here early you might be able to run the pool table (if you can tolerate playing daily, just ask those who live in Clairemont or Pacific Beach and have to wrestle with the
on one of this poor condition), but otherwise this bar leaves little reason to .attend and a lot steering wheel of their car or bicycle in order not to stop there when going home. I'm
to be desired.
going to ask Dean Strachan if we can park at O.C. 's and have the tram pick us up from
there.
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When your presentation,
dissertation ar resume must
be per/ect. Call us first.
For over twenry years
Kinko ~ bas been there
for students and professo'YS.
Call on us 24 hours a dqyf

Top Ten Bumper Stickers\We'd Li1"e .to See:
l. Give me Erie or 8ive me death
2. My other car is a caveat emptor
3. lforum-sbopped.onROdeo Drive

4. In res ipsa loquitor we trust

5. Tortfeasor on bo~d

6. I brake for rules against perpettlities
7. Honk if you have the requisite mens rea

'

8. Caution: this vehicle makes ex post~factO stops
,.

9. My; child was studint of the month at forum qon conveniens
~

~

•

k

,,,

10. How's my driving? C.a:Il 1-800.~S-4;-U
't:

y

•

''Tort" It's not Just a Noun;
It's an Adventure!
by Courtland W. Creekmore

When I first heard the word tort, I
imagined it to be a very mysterious legal
verb, related in some strange way to the
verb "retort". As in: "The prosecutor
torted that the defense counsel's continual
tarting was torturing the witness. To which
the judge retorted that all tarting was
hereinafter to cease, or two certain
attorneys were going to be remanded for
first-year Torts (or the gas chamber or
both). Case dismissed!"
That is all good and well in the courtroom,
but what are we lowly first-years supposed
to make of torts in the classroom? I mean,
who did what? To whom was it done? Why
did 'who' do it? And what are these 'its' that
everyone else in class is volunteering to
identify? Is this something I can look up?
Can I geta more practical view from a study
guide?
Perhaps one that's entitled,
"Crayola Your Way to Tort Exain
Success!" <Available for the reasonably
low, low price of $375.00, including a
money-back guarantee, which is becomes
void if a) the plastic packaging is violated,
ripped, or torn, b) you are a resident of, or
a student in, or are present in, were ever
present in, or flew over, the state of
California, or c) prohibited by your
professor.
C!
No, I'm sorry Mr. Geekly Handinair, the
answer is D. It's right there in subparagraph 116, footnote 33, in Briggenstein
and Farlycorn's Understatement (Nth),
which you could have easily looked up in
the rare book section of the County Law
Library downtown. You must think law
school is all fun and games mister! But don't
worry. You still have 1728 hours until firstsemester final exams.
Now, back to the matter at hand. As

ot

anyone who watches television can tell
you, torts are real serious. As a rule, and
you can never tell about those, I prefer to
learn about torts from television. I believe
the following example will illustrate the
Spock-like infallibility of my logic.
Take your Torts casebook. Thirty or
forty pounds. packed with powdered-wig
wisdom, fecund fiscal philosophy, and the
history of intent, trespass, negligence, and ·
COMPENSATORY DAMAGES. All of
this is accompanied by highly descriptive
and sufficiently gruesome passages
relating to the mincing of appendages and
the agony of recovery, not to mention the
real agony--recovery.
Not very
wholesome family entertainment.
Now turn your attention to a much more
informative (and much less austere)
exampleofwhatMr. Tube has to offer. My
personal choice: an evening with the
Three Stooges. Tiike any one-minute
segment and you have more torts than
we've covered over the past six weeks.
Take any fifteen-minute serial and you
have a string of mini-hypotheticals to last
you until December. But wait, there's
more. During commercial breaks, personal
injury lawyers come on and tell you what
torts really are. And how to collect on them
(and how to collect on them, and how to
collect on them ...). Call me lazy but, well,
just call me lazy. And don't forget the
aggregate whatever it is that television
enhances.
Anyway, my point is this. I may never find
out what a tort remly is. If I do, I'm not likely
to tell you, at least not until exams are over
with. If this arrangement is unacceptable to
you, I can only respond: you can't have
your tort and collect on it too. And even if
you could, you have so many student loans
to repay that, well, that's another story.

ATTENTION:
WE WANT YOU!
TO WRITE FOR MOTIONS
Assistant Editor position also still avaHable.
Pay is $50/issue for assistant.
Contact the MOTIONS office for details.
260-4600, ext. 4343

_Copie~ • Full Color Copies
Oversize Copies • Public Fax
Binding • Folding • Cutting

.___....~Free Pick Up ·&
Delivery Service
Padding • Drilling

Passport Photos

Computer Rentals

Laser Printing •
MasterCard & VISA accepted.
October 1st

-. OPEN 24 HOURS

294-3877

7610 Hazard Center Drive #107
In the Hazard Center

..

•
OPEN 7 DAYS
Murphy Canyon
Kearney Mesa Area

573-0515

Aero Drive & Interstate 15

10 Locations in San Diego
.·
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Opposition Stiff in Largest Moot Court Coinpetition:
AliIInni Tort Challenge Draws Record Crowd
by Kevin Childs
This year' s Alumni Tort Moot Court
competition was the largest in USD history
with forty-nine students participating. For
the second year in a row, Michael Kaler
won both first place and best brief for the
responding party. Troy Zander placed
second, Chris Harrington was in third
place, and Kristie Rodriguez won both
fourth place and best brief for petitioner.
Laura Morton won best oralist which is
awarded to the student with the highest oral
scores in the preliminary round. .
Many distinguished members of the San
Diego legal community served as judges,
and the Moot Court Board thanks them for
their time and effort. The final round was
judged by the Honorable David Gill, a San
Diego Superior Court judge since 1979.
Judge Gill has presided over Moot Court
competitions for over 15 years. Also
presiding was the Honorable David
Danielson, a San Diego Municipal Court
judge with more than ten years experience
as a civil trial attorney in San Diego. Judge
Danielson is an alumni of USD and has
judged competitions for ten years.
Additionally, William Hitt, senior partner of

GALLSA,

monumental task and the Board is grateful
for the time, thought, and consideration
given to each brief.
Looking ahead, the Jessup International
Law Competition problem will be
distributed on Wednesday, October 23.
The problem for this team competition is
generated by experts in the field of
international law.
Four of the top
intraschool contestants will be selected and
trained to represent USD in the Pacific
Regional Competition, an interschool
. competition consisting of approximately 12
teams.
Last year's team won this
competition along with the right to
represent the region in the international
rounds held in Washington, D.C.
The Moot Court Board will also host the
Second Annual University of San Diego
National Criminal Procedure Competition
The 1991 Moot Court Board: (from left) Steve Weisenberg, Chico Marty, on October 18 and 19. Thirteen teams from
Janet Richardson, Mike Tunink, Dorothy Daniels, Kipp Williams, Julie different law schools across the nation will
Whalen, Suzanne Varco , Kevin Childs, Leah Davis, Paul Katrinak, Campbell compete. All students are welcome to
Finlay and Ed Rogan.
attend the various rounds of the
competition. The final round will take place
thank those who graded briefs, including
on Saturday, October 19, at 6pm in the USD
Hitt and Pinkerton, joined the panel. A
Linda
Berger,
Lynn
Dallas,
Steve
Grace Courtroom on the third floor of
graduate of USD, Mr. Hitt won the first
Hartwell,
Suzanne
Smith,
and
Steve
Walt.
Warren
Hall. Call the Moot Court office at
Alumni Tort Competition held in 1968.
of
briefs
made
this
a
The
number
260-4600,
extension 4350 for details.
The Moot Court Board would also like to

Continued from page 1

with the situation.''
The administration developed a policy
statement which acknowledged that gays
exist and need to be recognized and
respected as individuals. The statement
also recognized that gays have a place on
campus.
According to Justin the administration was
having a difficult time representing the
Catholic Church and officially recognizing
a gay student group.
Instead the
administration reached what is called the
Georgetown compromise, they allowed the
organization to become a "registered"
organization within the law school
community.
The compromise is the same compromise
reached by Georgetown University after
gay students successfully sued the school
for discrimination. Georgetown was told
that . although they were a private
university, they could not discriminate on

Professor Brooks,

the basis of sexual orientation because they
received some government funds so
Georgetown now registers student groups
without giving them official recognition.
GALLSA of USD went through the
registration procedure and is curiously
awaiting the arrival of other new groups on
campus to see if the new groups must ''jump
through the same hoops" as GALLSA did.
The organization feels that if other students
groups don't have to go through the same
procedure, then the administration is still
distinguishing gays.
In addition, GALLSA approached SBA
last year' and asked for recognition as a
bona fide student organization. That
recognition was granted by a majority vote
and GALLSA now has the right to submit a
budget funding request to the SBA.
"We are not here to stir up controversy;
we are merely a student organization
established to provide a support group that

Continued from page 1

Another problem with the nomination
process is what is commonly referred to as
''nomination conversion. ' ' This is where
the nominee seems to take a different
position than what he/she has stated in the
past in order to get on the bench and then,
once there, votes in accordance to their
original position. This can be seen where a
nominee has previously taken a clear
position on a politically charged issue such
as abortion and then denies or explains
their position differently during the
nomination proceedings.
According to Brooks, nominees should be
forthright about their positions to the extent
that it will help Congress make accurate
decisions about the nominee.
"If someone wants to preserve their
image of impartiality then perhaps they
shouldn't expound on the issue," Brooks
said. "However, if they have taken a
position then at least that fact should be
revealed to Congress.''
Thomas, for example, stated that he had
not formulated an opinion about the
abortion issue. The problem with that
statement, Brooks stated, is that if in fact he

hasn't, Congress should be wary of
appointing someone who has not given
serious consideration to an issue that is at
the forefront of the American agenda.
Brooks, and others in the legal profession,
would like to see the entire process
depoliticized so that those persons with the
highest qualifications and the brightest
legal minds are the ones who sit on the
Court. The legal community has ideas
about who those persons are that cut across
gender, race, and political lines. Many are
already actively campaigning at changing
the way the process is put in motion.
''Hopefully things will change in the
future, ' ' Brooks said, ''because we must
preserve the image of the judiciary.''
Editors Note: Professor Brooks teaches
Civil Rights Litigation and Employment
Discrimination. He is the author of a new
book titled Rethinking the American Race
Problem which provides an in depth
examination of the racial problems facing
America today and insights into how those
problems should be approached in order to
come to successful solutions.

is badly needed on this campus," Justin
"I know that GALLSA being on campus
said. "However, we do not wish to be will upset some people and I know that
militant or confrontational in our manner some people will be repulsed by our
which is one reason we have an off-campus organization,'' Justin said. ''The reality of
phone, because we don't want to stir up the situation is that ten percent of the
controversy.''
population is gay which means that almost
In addition, the organization felt having an all of the students in the law school have
off-campus phone would help students feel already come into contact with a gay or
secure in contacting the organization lesbian classmate.''
without having others know about their
In addition to educating students about
private lives.
homosexuality, the organization has other
"It is not our agenda as an organization to goals it is working to achieve in the near
engage in the outing of gays at USD," future.
The first priority of the
Justin said. ' 'We feel it is a highly personal organization is to alter the university's antidecision as to when, where, and to whom a discrimination policy so that it will include
gay student will reveal their sexual sexual orientation. Also, the group hopes
orientation so we have put mechanisms in to be represented in the law school's
place to insure everyone's ·right to diversity admissions program which
privacy."
considers past socio-economic hardships
Since one of the goals of the organization .. students which may have affected a
is education, the off-campus phone student's performance but not their
provides heterosexual students an capabilities.
opportunity to contact GALLS A with any
''Eventually we would like to see the
questions they may have. According to environment at the law school change so
Justin, this will make it easier for students that we, as same-sex couples, feel
who are frightened at the prospect that comfortable about sharing our law school
someone might think they are gay, life with our partners and vice-versa,"
although he sees no reason why sexual Justin said. "Once we can getto that point
orientation should provoke any type of without creating controversy then we
reaction.
know we have achieved our goal.''

LIVE ROCK'N'ROLL MUSIC THURS., FRI., SAT.
CALL CLUB FOR DETAILS

1310 MORENA BLVD. 276-5637

THURSDAY USD NIGHT!

$3.50 Draft Pitchers Until Closing
POOL

DARTS
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Spanky Hussein
Section 4F

MOTIONS EDITORIAL

"I'd give it an 8.5 'cause
it's got a good beat and
you can dance to it.
Besides, I already know
how to IRAC!"

Spaces:
Convenience or Consideration?
Disabled ~Parking

We have all ~een them. Tired of endlessly circling around the parking lot with the rest of us they

pull into the first space they see. And although we can understand their frustration, we cannot
condone their callousness as they non-chalantly pull into the blut: handicap parking spaces for' 'just
a few minutes.'' Invariably, the minutes go on endlessly, and those who really need the spaces are
left to figure out where they can park.
Yes, it is annoying to park over at the Sports Center and wait for the tram. It's even more annoying
that nine times out of ten we end up walking and arriving in class almost on time, out of breath. But
what are the disabled students to do? Undoubtedly, they would gladly trade in their wheelchairs in
order to complain that they had to walk from so far away. Unfortunately, many of them will not be
able to do so, ever, and those of us who can walk into class do not appreciate how lucky we really are.
What of those students who are not in a wheelchair? Disabilities of all types entitle those who are
truly disabled to have access to the parking spots which are cl9ser to their final destination. Perhaps
it is someone w~10 has emphysema and is unable to walk for long distances because they cannot
breathe; perhaps it is someone who can walk, but with little endurance because their legs do not carry
them as well as ours do. Those who fall into this category should be respected as much as those
whose disabilities can be more readily assessed.
However, those who try to cheat their way into these spaces should be reprimanded. For example,
one law student has a handicap license plate from another state and uses it to weasel into parking spots
despite the fact that this same person has played competitive softball and been seen running to class
during the years they have been parking in the handicap zone. Unfair? Of course it is! Especially
when you consider that we, as law students, have ·an ethical obligation to those around us, especially
those who have to overcome even greater obstacles just to be here.
So, what should we, as students, do? Next time you see an abuse of this sort, let the person know
exactly how their actions are affecting others. Perhaps they are unaware, more likely they just don't
care. If enough of us make a commitment not only not to engage in this behavior, but to point out to
others that they should not either, then maybe we can reach a level where we all have equal access
to the education we deserve.

-

Editor's Note: The regular SBA President's report was not submittedfor this issue. This month's interview
with Dean Strachan led to story ideas that are being pursued for the October 29 issue. The interview will
appear at that time. Thank you to everyone who submitted questionsfor her to answer. Answers will a/)pear
next issue.. Further questions to the Dean are due by 5pm, Friday, October 18.
Other submissions for the October 29 issue are due in the MOTIONS mailbox in the mailroom next to the
assignment board by 5pm, Monday, October 21. If you have any story ideas, comments or suggestions call
the MOTIONS office at 260-4600, extension 4343.

Letters to the Editor:

Letters to the Editor will be published monthly (if we ever get any). Please address all letters
to MOTIONS and place them in the MOTIONS mailbox in the mailroom next to the assignment
board on the main floor of Warren Hall.
All letters must be signed and include a phone number so we can contact you if necessary.
Names will be withheld upon request.

ANOTHER
QUESTION OF THE
MONTH:
WHAT IS YOUR INITIAL
IMPRESSION OF LAW SCHOOL?
Adam Daner
Section B
"Not quite the 'Paper
Chase.' Professors are
far more friendly than
intimidating. Our section
has an interesting cross
section of people with
valuable experience.''

Kate ·Flaherty
Section B
''Competitive, exhausting. The workload in
Civ. Pro. is a nightmare,
but Dean Strachan
makes it fun. Thank God
for chocolate-covered .
raisins in the marketplace. I will survive."

-

Emil J. Wohl
Section B

Motions

"It's what I expected--a
substantial amount of
work coupled with a
good number of anal-retentive types. Other than
that, it's a blast."
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Tom Knudsen
Section A
"I was confused, bewildered, and utterly baffled
by just about everything.
I spent the first t~ree
days in the School of
Education. This place has
some great lawns, however."
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The On-Campus Interview: Searching for the Pot of
Gold at the End of the Rainbow (If You're Lucky)

· STEP ONE; Attend a career development workshop such as the one
sponsored by APALSA. If it sounds good and you decide to forego working
on that tramp steamer to Macau this summer, read on. (Janice Lucus, Kevin
Yamamoto, Beth Silverman, Andy Selesnick.)

STEP TWO; Prepare your resume with the help of the Career
Services Department. Don't worry, they can turn coal into
diamonds! (Sharie A. Johnson of Career Services.)

STEP THREE; Research the firms that interview on campus to determine
if you .meet their qualifications and they meet yours-$$$. (Lisa Ciancio and
Tom Conway.)

STEP FOUR; Check, check, and · re-check the interview board. Now, there's to be no crossing off of the
competition's names. It would be wrooong, wrong! (Bill
Reyes and Susan Emge.)

STEP SJX;-The interview. Remain calm. You are only imagining that you hear the theme from lam in the background.
(Alexander Giovanniello of Bottum & Feliton.)

!J!!!'P"--------

'

STEP FIVE; Yes, oh yes, an interview. Put on your Sunday best and ignore
the fact that it's the hottest, most humid day of the year. (Steve Weisenberg
and Terry Kilpatrick.)

STEP SEVEN; Wait for the offer or the rejection letter also
commonly refered to as "The Ax." Then head to O'Connells to
·either celebrate your good fortune or to denigrate those unappreciative #$%@&$'s.

